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Abstract
Research was conducted at the OECD Halden Reactor Project to identify issues in crew performance in 
complex simulated nuclear power plant scenarios. Eight crews of operators participated in five scenarios, 
administered over a two or three-day period. Scenarios required either rule-based or knowledge-based 
problem solving. Several performance parameters were collected, including Situation Awareness (SA), 
objective performance, rated crew performance, and crew diagnoses. The purpose of this study was to 
investigate differences in performance measures in knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. 
Preliminary data analysis revealed a significant difference in crew SA between the two scenario types: 
crews in the rule-based scenarios had significantly higher SA then crews in the knowledge-based 
scenarios. Further investigations were initiated to determine if crews performed differently, in terms of 
objective performance, rated crew performance, and diagnoses, between the scenario types. Correlations 
between the various crew performance measurements were calculated to reveal insights into the nature of 
SA, performance, and diagnoses. The insights into crew performance can be used to design more 
effective interfaces and operator performance aids, thus contributing to enhanced crew performance and 
improved plant safety.

Background I Introduction
Situation Awareness (SA) is a measure of an operator's understanding of the process. SA includes 
knowledge of the value of current process parameters, the normal values of these parameters, the 
difference between the current value and the normal value, the past state of the process, and the 
predicted future state of the process. (Endsley, 1993)

Developing and maintaining SA is an integral and important aspect of operator activities (Adams, Tenney, 
& Pew, 1995). During routine conditions, operators gather information to assess the plant state or 
operations being conducted. Operators integrate the information they gather with their knowledge of the 
plant to develop and maintain situation awareness. Through this feedback loop, operators maintain 
understanding of the process state, determine the need for and type of control activities, and predict the 
process state in the future (Hallbert et al, 1997).

Intuitively, SA and performance should be related. Also, SA and diagnosis correctness should be related. 
Crews possessing high SA should better understand and diagnose the condition of the plant and should, 
thus, perform better in a scenario. High SA should contribute to correct diagnosis formulation and thus to 
improved crew performance in process disturbances. However, little research has been conducted to 
assess these assumptions. The current effort is to compare these metrics and assess if SA is, in fact, 
positively correlated with correct diagnoses and improved crew performance.

Although intuitively connected, the relationship between SA and performance appears difficult to define. 
Understanding the process state (i.e., possessing good situation awareness) and taking the appropriate 
control actions are not necessarily closely linked. Operators may fully understand the process state, but 
may perform poorly due to lack of control over key variables or due to prioritizing economic concerns over 
process functioning. According to Endsley (1990), SA is



necessary, but not sufficient, for optimal performance. On the other hand, operators may appear to 
possess poor SA, lacking full awareness of all process variables, but may be aware of the salient, relevant 
process information and so be able to perform the necessary tasks successfully. Other research has 
found SA and performance are not directly related (Reising, 1995).

Given the unclear relationship between SA and performance, a possible method for exploring this 
connection is to measure and compare SA and performance in different types of tasks. In rulebased 
scenarios, where operator actions are directed by procedures, high situation awareness may not be 
required to maintain control of the plant. However, recent studies have found active situation assessment 
to be part of using EOPs. Good SA enables operators to detect faults and important information, and to 
identify situations or problems not addressed by procedures (Roth, Mumaw, & Lewis, 1994). Although 
procedures are in principle applicable to a wide range of foreseeable events, the execution of procedures, 
especially during accidents, may involve significant planning and situation assessment to achieve 
procedural goals (Hallbert et al, 1997).

In knowledge-based scenarios, however, operators lack clear procedural guidance. In these situations, 
high SA appears to be a requirement of good performance. An operator must clearly understand the 
process state in order to implement appropriate control actions. A clear understanding of the process 
state implies correct diagnosis. Thus, in knowledge-based scenarios, where crews lack clear procedural 
guidance, a correct diagnosis of the plant condition appears necessary for good performance.

The purpose of this study was to attempt to understand better the nature of Situation Awareness by 
comparing it with various operator performance measures. Given the present lack of research on this 
topic, and the inconclusive results of research that has been conducted, this study attempts to address 
some unanswered questions.

The approach to this analysis was to use data from a study previously conducted at the Halden Reactor 
Project (Hallbert et al, 1997), identify crew performance variables, and perform analyses to address the 
topic. The crew performance variables chosen include Objective Performance, Rated Crew Performance, 
and Diagnoses. The approach of the analyses was first to determine if differences in these parameters 
exist between the knowledge-based and the rule-based scenarios, since differences were found in SA 
between these scenario types.

Once performance differences were identified, then correlations were calculated to determine the 
relationships between various parameters. These correlations were calculated for the following pairs of 
variables: SA and Objective Performance, SA and Rated Crew Performance, SA and Diagnoses,
Objective Performance and Diagnoses, Rated Crew Performance and Diagnoses. The correlation 
between and Objective Performance and Rated Crew Performance was not calculated; these were found 
to be significantly and positively correlated in previous research (Hallbert et al, 1997).

Based on the results of the analyses, insights into the nature of situation awareness were revealed. The 
analyses to identify differences between the scenario types provide information on how operators perform 
in the two different types of scenarios. The diagnosis data provide insights into operator diagnoses in 
different types of scenarios.

The correlations reveal which parameters are related. After identifying the related parameters (from the 
correlations) and comparing the differences in SA and performance between knowledge-based and rule- 
based scenarios, insights into the connection between SA, performance and diagnoses becomes more 
evident.

Method
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In a recent study, eight crews of nuclear power plant operators participated in five simulated process 
disturbance scenarios. Two scenarios required knowledge-based problem solving, three required rule- 
based problem solving.

All crews consisted of operators from the Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant in Loviisa, Finland.
Crews were selected from actual operating crews at the plant. All participants were licensed plant 
operators, having the equivalent of an RO or SRO license. Crews received training prior to participating in 
the study. Practical training focused on minor process modifications. Crews were informed about the 
overall purpose of the study, the inventories used for data collection, and requirements for completing the 
inventories.

All crews participated in the same five scenarios. The scenarios were presented in random order and 
lasted approximately an hour to three hours. The scenarios contained several faults and events which 
occurred regardless of operator actions, but the crews could significantly influence the outcome of the 
scenarios. Operator actions had the influence they would in the plant.

The scenarios in which the crews participated were modelled on a full-scale nuclear power plant simulator. 
The process simulated was the Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant. Five design-basis scenarios allowed for 
data collection in a variety of events:

• Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) with a fire in the turbine building and a stuck-open steam 
generator safety relief valve

• Total Loss of FeedWater (LOFW)
■ Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) with a stuck-open steam generator safety relief valve
• Interfacing Systems Loss Of Coolant Accident (ISLOCA)
• Steam Generator OverFill (SGOF)

The first three scenarios listed above, the SGTR, LOFW, and LOOP, required rule-based problem solving. 
The last two scenarios, the ISLOCA and the SGOF, required knowledge-based problem solving. In the 
rule-based scenarios, operators had clear procedural guidance for remediating the disturbances. Also, 
the symptoms presented were salient, allowing for more direct diagnosis. The knowledge-based 
scenarios involved misleading symptoms or did not have a direct corresponding procedure.

Several features of the scenarios improved the realism and the degree of challenge. The scenarios 
required the crew to coordinate with external personnel; the scenarios were of long duration; and by their 
control actions, the operators could influence the outcome of the scenario. Crews made phone calls to 
simulator instructors who acted as field operators, maintenance, instrumentation technicians, radiation 
protection personnel, and firemen. Crews also made offsite emergency notifications in the scenarios. The 
scenarios generally required an hour to three hours. This duration allowed the investigators to study crew 
performance over time.

Crews participated in the scenarios, performing the necessary actions to mitigate the disturbances. At 
certain pre-determined points in the scenario, the simulator was frozen and situation awareness 
questionnaires were administered to the crew. These data-collection interrupts lasted, on average, 5-7 ■ 
minutes.

While crews were participating in the scenario, two process experts sat in the simulated control room and 
unobtrusively observed the crews' performance. A third observer, also a process expert, sat in the 
observation booth and monitored crew performance. At the end of each scenario, these observers 
subjectively rated crew performance. Further ratings of objective performance and diagnosis correctness 
were made following completion of the experimental sessions.
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Measures
Situation Awareness
Situation Awareness (SA), subjective performance, objective performance, and diagnosis correctness and 
timeliness served as measures of overall crew performance. SA was assessed using a questionnaire 
administered during interrupts in the process simulation. The technique, the Situation Awareness Control 
Room Inventory (SACRI), is a questionnaire that measures global situation awareness (Hogg, Follescf), 
Strand-Volden, and Torralba, 1995) and is based on the Situation Awareness Global Assessment 
Technique (SAGAT) developed by Endsley (1993).

The questions in SACRI were specifically chosen to be relevant to nuclear power plant control, and they 
ask about the trends of different process parameters. The inventory contains 18 questions, which may be 
divided into 6 groups. Questions ask about the past, present and future state of both primary and 
secondary side parameters. The questions are evenly distributed among these categories, so 3 questions 
are asked in each group.

Since a measure of global SA evaluates the operator's awareness of parameters from all over the plant, 
SACRI questionnaires contained questions about many different process parameters. The questionnaires 
were generated randomly by a computer program; they were not tailored to the specific scenarios or 
malfunctions. Global SA is the operator's understanding of the entire process, not merely the fault in 
question.

Rated Crew Performance
One measure of crew performance used in this study was rated crew performance. This was evaluated 
using a questionnaire and rating scale. The rating technique was used to evaluate how well the crew 
performed on a variety of dimensions required to achieve and maintain control of plant performance. This 
technique was based on an earlier study that focused on the performance of nuclear power plant control 
room crews (Hanson, Meyer, Blackman, Nelson, and Hallbert, 1987).

Immediately after a crew completed a scenario, three process experts rated the crew's performance on 
four dimensions: solution path, control of plant, communication, and confidence. Solution path refers to 
the crew's use of time in recognizing the event and selecting the correct mitigation procedures. Control of 
plant refers to the crew's demonstrated understanding of procedures and the extent to which they 
maintained plant safety. Communication refers to the extent to which the information exchange among 
the crew members facilitated transient mitigation. Confidence refers to the ease with which the crew 
completed transient mitigation without hesitation, and self-statements about the sureness of their own 
actions and decisions. Each dimension was rated on a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the worst performance, 
and 10 being optimal performance.

Objective Performance
In addition to the subjective measures of crew performance, objective data indicating crews’ management 
of the scenarios were collected. Important tasks were identified and initiation times for these tasks were 
obtained during the experiment.

Objective performance was assessed based on three main criteria: announcements and notifications, 
critical task completion, and stabilization and cooldown. To evaluate crew performance, sub-tasks were 
identified for each of the three criteria. Specific objective criteria included implementing pre-identified 
necessary actions and maintaining safe plant operations.

In terms of Announcements and Notifications, the required plant announcements and off-site phone calls 
were identified based on operating procedures, technical specifications, and scenario-specific 
requirements. Crews received a score based on the number of announcements and notifications they had 
made.
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To analyse Critical Task Completion, tasks necessary to mitigate the major faults in each scenario, were 
identified, resulting in a number of tasks in each scenario. Some tasks only needed to be completed; 
some needed to be completed within a certain time; and some required a plant parameter to be 
controlled. Tasks that only needed to be completed were rated with a check if they were completed. 
Tasks that had to be performed within a certain period of time were rated based on occurrence and 
timeliness. Tasks that required complex control actions were rated by a process expert who evaluated if 
crews maintained safe parameter values.

Stabilization and Cooldown tasks were evaluated similarly to Critical Task Completion. Plant parameters 
and operator events were studied to determine when stabilization activities were begun and how well 
these tasks were accomplished. The specific tasks necessary for each scenario were identified. Crews 
were evaluated (objectively) in terms of whether or not they completed the tasks and a weighting scale 
was applied (subjectively) in terms of the quality with which they controlled various critical plant 
parameters.

Diagnoses
Diagnoses were evaluated using notes from the scenarios and operators' and experts’ transcribed verbal 
protocols. Crews were rated on à scale of 1 to 5 in terms of diagnosis correctness and timeliness. A crew 
that diagnosed a fault correctly, shortly after the appropriate information was presented, was rated as a 5. 
Crews that made a correct diagnosis but required more time than optimal, as judged by a process expert, 
received a 4. Partial diagnoses received a 2 or a 3,
depending on the degree of correctness. A crew that failed to make a correct diagnosis received a 1.

Three scenarios were evaluated for crew diagnoses: the SGTR, the ISLOCA, and the SGOF. This 
included both of the knowledge-based scenarios and one of the rule-based scenarios. These scenarios 
were chosen because the main area of interest regarding diagnosis was the knowledgebased scenarios.
A rule-based scenario can be mitigated by following appropriate procedures; recognizing salient 
symptoms is more important than making a correct diagnosis. However, knowledge-based scenarios, in 
which operators lack procedural guidance, require a diagnosis. Thus, in this study, the diagnoses of the 
knowledge-based scenarios were evaluated. For comparison, a rule-based scenario was included in the 
analysis.

General Comments Regarding Measures
Data were in different forms: objective and subjective performance measures were assessed for an entire 
crew (not individual operators) for an entire scenario (not individual periods). Diagnoses, also, were 
calculated for a crew for an entire scenario. SA data was averaged across operators and periods to 
obtain comparable measures. Crew SA were calculated as the average SA of the individual operators. 
Scenario SA was calculated as the average of the individual period SA.

Results
Analyses were performed on the SA, performance, and diagnosis data to identify differences between 
knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. First, the data were analysed individually, to determine if 
differences in each of the measures were found between the two scenario types. Secondly, correlations 
were calculated for each of the measures to determine interactions.

The data were analyzed using STATISTICA software. Statistical analyses present a risk of two types of 
errors: the error of noticing a difference when no real difference exists (a Type I error) and the error of not 
noticing a difference between samples when a difference does, in fact, exist (Type II error). Statistical 
tests requiring a significance level of 0.01 or 0.05 guard against Type I errors, but increases the risk of 
Type II errors. In this study, avoiding Type II errors is as important as avoiding Type I errors: if a 
difference exists, we want to see it. Thus, a significance level of 0.2 is used in this study (Hallbert et al, 
1997).
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Rule-Based versus Knowledge-Based Scenarios
Tests for significant differences between data sets were calculated to determine if, for each of the 
performance ratings and diagnoses, significant differences exist between the rule-based and knowledge- 
based scenarios. A Difference Between Two Means test in STATISTICA was used for these analyses.

Preliminary analysis revealed a significant difference in the Situation Awareness of operators in the two 
types of scenarios. Operators possessed significantly higher SA in the rule-based scenarios than they did 
in the knowledge-based scenarios.

Table 1: Situation Awareness in Knowledge-Based and Rule-Based Scenarios

Knowledoe-Based Rule-Based p-level 1

1 SA 0.69 0.72 0.1309* 1

Results of the analyses of data from objective performance measures are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Objective Performance in Knowledge-Based and Rule-Based Scenarios

Objective Criteria Knowledge-Based | Rule-Based p-level

Announcements and 
Notifications

2.83 3.42 0.0120*

Critical Task Completion 2.62 2.95 0.1467*

Stabilization and Cooldown 3.11 2.84 0.2138

For both types of objective rated crew performance showing significant differences, the crews performed 
better in the rule-based scenarios than in the knowledge-based scenarios.

Regarding rated crew performance, however, no significant differences were found between the two 
scenario types. None of the dimensions of rated crew performance revealed differences.

No significant differences were found between the knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios in terms of 
diagnoses.

Correlations Between Performance Measures
Correlations (Spearman Rank Order) were calculated using STATISTICA software. The following items 
were evaluated for knowlege-based and rule-based scenarios:

•  Situation Awareness (average, for the entire scenario)
•  Objective Crew Performance (all three dimensions)
•  Rated Crew Performance (all four dimensions)
•  Diagnosis Correctness / Timeliness (rating)
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Table 3: Correlations between Situation Awareness and Objective Performance in Knowledge- 
Based and Rule-Based Scenarios

Correlation Knowledge-Based Rule-Basecj

r P r P

SA & Announcements and 
Notifications

0.2321 0.0978* -0.2585 0.0223*

SA & Critical Task Completion -0.0060 0.9665 -0.3726 0.0008*

SA & Stabilization and Cooldown -0.0171 0.9143 -0.3409 0.0023*

SA and objective crew performance were significantly correlated along several dimensions. A difference 
was observed between the knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. In the knowledge-based 
scenarios, the correlation between Announcements and Notifications and SA was significant and positive. 
In the rule-based scenarios, all correlations between all objective performance dimensions and SA were 
significant and negative.

In terms of SA and Rated Crew Performance, the following were found:

Table 4: Correlations between Situation Awareness and Rated Crew Performance in Knowledge- Based 
and Rule-Based Scenarios

Correlations Knowledge-Based Rule-Basecj

r P r P

SA & Solution Path -0.1909 0.1752* -0.1070 0.3512

SA & Control of Plant -0.1187 0.4021 -0.0594 0.6052

SA & Communication -0.0329 0.8170 -0.2591 0.0220*

SA & Confidence 0.0257 0.8566 -0.0261 0.8207

Two of the dimensions on which crew performance was rated correlated significantly and negatively with 
situation awareness. In the knowledge-based scenarios, SA and Soluation Path were significantly and 
negatively correlated. In the rule-based scenarios, SA and Communication were significantly and 
negatively correlated.

Analyses to identify correlations between diagnoses and other variables (i.e., SA, Objective Performance, 
and Rated Crew Performance) revealed no significant correlations. Diagnoses did not correlate with any 
other performance metrics.

Discussion
Rule-Based versus Knowledge-Based Scenarios SA
SA is higher in rule-based than in knowledge-based scenarios. Crews were better able to maintain an 
awareness of the plant parameters in rule-based scenarios than they were in the more unfamiliar 
knowledge-based scenarios.



Objective Performance
Objective crew performance is better in rule-based than in knowledge-based scenarios for the 
Announcements and Notifications and Critical Task Completion. No difference was found between the 
two scenario types for Stabilization and Cooldown. Crews were better able to make the appropriate 
notifications and announcements in the rule-based scenarios, and they were more effective in performing 
the scenario-specific mitigation tasks.

When clear procedural guidance is offered (i.e., in rule-based scenarios), crews are better able to perform, 
procedurally-directed activities. Specific tasks identified in procedures include appropriate 
announcements and notifications and critical tasks for mitigating the disturbance. Thus, a difference 
between rule-based and knowledge-based scenarios along dimensions that require procedural guidance 
is easily understood.

In contrast, no difference was found between the two scenario types on activities directed by general plant 
procedures (i.e., stabilization and cooldown). In both types of scenarios, crews had

the same general guidance for stabilizing the plant, so operators in both types of scenarios performed 
equally well.

Rated Crew Performance
No differences between scenario types were found for the aspects of Rated Crew Performance.
Crews were rated to have performed equally well in terms of Solution Path, Control of Plant, 
Communication, and Confidence on both types of scenarios.

Diagnoses
In both knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios, crews diagnosed the plant conditions. No differences 
were found between scenario types. A methodological issue, identified after the analyses had been 
conducted, was identified as a significant problem. Diagnoses were rated based on whether or not the 
crew made the correct diagnosis after receiving the information that would allow them to make the 
diagnosis. This criterion, in an attempt to make the rating system fair, artificially washes out differences in 
diagnosis formation across scenarios.

In the rule-based scenario, the SGTR, information operators need to make a diagnosis was presented 
early in the scenario, and operators quickly diagnosed the situation. In contrast, the knowledge-based 
scenarios were designed differently. Crews in the ISLOCA scenario received misleading information at 
the beginning of the scenario. Never did they receive all the necessary information: this scenario required 
operators to make diagnoses and test hypotheses. As expected, most crews did not diagnose the 
problem until the end of the scenario. Similarly, in the SGOF scenario, operators were presented pieces 
of information that could lead them to the correct diagnosis, but the information presentation was not as 
straight-forward as in the SGTR scenario.

The rating system used in this investigation evaluated diagnosis correctness in terms of how long it took a 
crew to make the correct diagnosis after receiving all the necessary information. Thus, a crew in the 
SGTR scenario had to make a correct diagnosis shortly after the rupture was initiated to be rated as a 5; 
however, in the ISLOCA scenario, crews had until the end of the scenario to make a correct diagnosis. 
Essentially, this rating criterion resulted in almost all crews being rated as having a correct and timely 
diagnosis.

Further investigations of the relationship between SA, performance, and diagnosis should use a different 
rating technique for assessing diagnosis correctness and timeliness. The technique should compare 
equivalent scenarios (in which the fault is initiated at the same time), and evaluate the time required to 
make a correct diagnosis after the fault is initiated. Attempts to equalize the scenarios, to



make the ratings fair will falsely wash out the differences.

The fact is that in the knowledge-based scenarios, operators typically needed until the end of the scenario 
to make a diagnosis. In the rule-based scenarios, operators diagnosed the fault early in the scenario, 
shortly after the fault was intiated. In the knowledge-based scenarios, operators typically required 
considerably more time to make a correct diagnosis. A re-evaluation in which timeliness is rated more 
consistently across scenarios would likely reveal different results.

Another problem with the methodology was relying on verbal protocols. This was identified early in the 
research and corrected. When analyses were initiated, the criteria used to evaluate a crew were crew 
verbalisations: when the crew said the correct diagnosis, they received credit for making the diagnosis. 
Some crews verbalised their diagnosis, but many did not. Those that did not, often took actions indicating 
a correct diagnosis. Once this fault was identified (i.e., that crews only received credit for appropriate 
actions if they explicitly stated their diagnosis), it was corrected.

Correlations Between Performance Measures
SA & Objective Performance
For knowledge-based scenarios, SA & Announcements and Notifications were positively and significantly 
correlated. SA was not correlated with Critical Task Completion or Stabilization and Cooldown. In 
contrast, for the rule-based scenarios, SA & Announcements and Notifications, SA & Critical Task 
Completion and SA & Stabilization and Cooldown were significantly and negatively correlated.

These results reveal significant differences in the ways crews respond to different scenario types. In 
knowledge-based scenarios, crews possessing a good knowledge of the specifics of the plant state (i.e., 
high situation awareness), performed better in terms of Announcements and Notifications. Their 
performance on fault-specific tasks (i.e., Critical Task Completion) and stabilizing the plant was not 
affected by their SA.

Since correlations do not reveal cause and effect, another explanation may be that, in knowledge-based 
scenarios, crews performed better in terms of Announcements and Notifications, leading to higher SA. By 
making all necessary Announcements and Notifications, crews kept up with/tracked details of the plant 
state.

Regardless of the cause and effect, in knowledge-based scenarios, performance on specific scenario- 
remediation tasks was not correlated with SA. Crews that made the necessary phone calls and 
announcements were focusing on small, manageable tasks that led to overall worse performance in the 
knowledge-based scenarios. They were aware of the details of the plant state (i.e., high SA) but were 
unable to tie this to improved performance on scenarios.

In contrast, in rule-based scenarios, significant and negative correlations were found. Crews that 
performed better in terms of Announcements and Notifications, Critical Task Completion, and Stabilization 
and Cooldown were those crews with lower SA. A possible explanation is that in rule-based scenarios, 
high SA is not a requirement for good performance. A crew needs to know which procedure to use, but 
after that the crew does not need to attend to all specific details of the plant to implement their solutions 
effectively. A minimum level of SA appears necessary (to identify the problem in the plant) but, 
afterwards, maintaining high SA is not needed.

In fact, crews that have high SA in rule-based scenarios may be focusing on specific plant details because 
they do not know what procedure to implement or they are ineffective in implementing their solutions.



SA & Rated Crew Performance
A couple of significant correlations were revealed between SA and Rated Crew Performance. In the 
knowledge-based scenarios, a significant negative correlation was found between SA and the Solution 
Path. In the rule-based scenarios, a significant negative correlation was found between SA and 
Communication.

In the knowledge-based scenarios, crews with high SA were rated as performing more poorly in terms of 
their solutions to the process upset conditions. This finding is interesting compared to the SA-Objective 
Performance ratings. In knowledge-based scenarios, SA & Solution Path were negatively correlated, 
while no correlation existed between SA & Critical Task Completion or SA & Stabilization and Cooldown. 
Subjectively, the raters may have felt that crews who were not taking actions, and were acquiring / 
maintaining high SA, were performing poorly in terms of controlling the plant. However, objectively 
speaking, the crews with high SA were performing as well as crews with low SA.

In the rule-based scenarios, a significant negative correlation was found between SA & Communication. 
Crews with high SA, objectively rated as poorly-performing crews, were not communicating effectively. 
They were following details of the plant status, but not discussing and agreeing on a solution strategy.

SA & Diagnosis Correctness
No correlations were found between SA and diagnosis correctness.

Objective Performance & Rated Crew Performance
Objective Performance and Rated Crew Performance were significantly positively correlated. Since both 
were measures of the same phenomenon, this finding is reassuring.

Objective Performance & Diagnosis Correctness
No correlations were found between Objective Performance and Diagnosis Correctness.

Rated Crew Performance & Diagnosis Correctness
No correlations were found between Rated Crew Performance and Diagnosis Correctness.

Summary
These results suggest that SA differs from performance and diagnosis correctness. A certain level of SA 
is probably necessary for good performance, but SA and performance appear to be very different issues. 
The high level of SA exhibited by crews rated as performing poorly in the rule based scenarios indicates 
that crews either perform or they try to figure out the condition of the plant (i.e., gain SA).

Crews probably require a minimum level of SA to perform adequately and appropriately, as indicated by 
the overall higher SA and performance in rule-based scenarios compared to the knowledge-based 
scenarios. Once this minimum is acheived, crews start performing.

A crew that recognizes the salient features of a rule-based scenario is able to begin remedial actions 
almost immediately. In contrast, a crew that does not quickly recognize the scenario fault may spend time 
trying to find more specific plant details. Crews that are focused on assessing the situation, attending to 
details, are not performing critical actions. This assessment-versus-performance difference explains the 
negative correlation between SA and objective performance measures in rule-based scenarios.

A crew that understands the faults in a rule-based scenario has guidance for correcting the faults and 
does so. An effective crew implements actions, while an ineffective crew (in terms of performance) tries to 
figure out the status of the plant rather than taking action. They pay attention to many different
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aspects of the plant and assimilate more information, thus having better SA through better knowledge of 
process details, but objectively perform more poorly.

In contrast, in knowledge-based scenarios, performance and SA were positively correlated. This finding 
intuitively makes sense. In a scenario with misleading indicators and no clear procedural guidance, a 
crew requires better SA (knowledge of the plant details) to choose and implement appropriate corrective 
actions.

Operators appear to be very good at knowing what they need to know. They keep their SA only as high 
as they have to to solve the probelms. They don’t worry about the level in an unimportant tank when they 
have to implement a scram.

The measure of SA used in this study was global, not fault-specific. A crew, in rule-based scenarios, 
requires salient information to diagnose the situation and then begin performing mitigation techniques. A 
crew that does not understand the fault will possibly have higher SA as they do not limit their attention to 
the fault. They look at all aspects of the plant, resulting in higher SA.

Diagnoses did not correlate with any other performance metrics. The reason for this finding, as explained 
earlier, appears to be the methodology used to assess diagnosis correctness and timeliness. The 
expected correlation between SA and diagnoses would appear to be positive and significant; a crew that 
understands the details of the plant should better understand the cause. However, another possibility is 
that a crew that has a correct diagnosis begins taking action; they do not continue to attend to process 
details.

In contrast, the relationship between diagnoses and performance appears to be straight-forward. A crew 
needs a good diagnosis to perform well. In rule-based scenarios, a correct diagnosis (or recognition of the 
salient features) appears necessary for selection of the appropriate procedures. In knowledge-based 
scenarios, a correct diagnosis allows operators to formulate appropriate response strategies.

The findings in this study suggest that operators maintain an optimal level of SA for diagnosing and 
performing in a process disturbance situation. They attend to as much information as they need to in 
order to diagnose and solve the problem.

Further research should concentrate on improving the diagnosis metric to reveal differences between 
knowledge-based and rule-based scenarios. One possibility is a time-sensitive diagnosis metric.
Reviewing simulator logs and video tapes, experimenters can extract approximately when the diagnosis 
occurred (i.e., based on verbalizations or beginning appropriate corrective actions). The crew could, at 
that time, receive a score for "correct diagnosis." Before that time, the crew would have a lower score.
The time-sensitive data could be converted to a raw score to allow comparisons with data that are not 
time-sensitive. The diagnosis would be rated in terms of how long the crew held a correct diagnosis; a 
crew with a correct diagnosis throughout the scenario would receive a higher score than a crew with a 
correct diagnosis at the end of the scenario. This metric would have the advantage of discriminating 
between crews that performed while holding a correct diagnosis and those that performed without the 
correct diagnosis. Distinctions (in terms of intermediate scores) could be made to indicate partial 
diagnoses.

Another possibility for further research is global SA versus fault-specific SA. A current global measure of 
SA, in process control, appears to be spread too thin: operators must know much more of the process 
than is optimal or perhaps even useful. A more fault-specific measure of SA could be developed to 
investigate the crew's awareness of variables related to the specific plant condition. Certainly the 
operators need to keep track of many other parameters, but attention is focused during



upsets. A measure of SA that highlights only relevant parameters may be more revealing than a global 
measure.

This research has revealed intriguing insights regarding the relationships between SA and performance. 
Continued investingations into diagnoses could further deepen the understanding of crew performance in 
complex process control situations. These insights will help create improvements in the design of 
equipment and procedures used in control rooms, to further enhance the safety and efficiency of complex 
process control operations.
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